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          About the conference

          
            The way humans, smart things, and intelligent systems interact and exchange information has been redefined by recent developments in
            computing, communication, and control technologies. Physical devices and cyber computers are becoming more intertwined through the
            Internet in order to develop high, user-friendly systems known as cyber-physical Systems (CPS). One of the primary facilitators of CPS is
            Internet of Things (IoT) technology, which is implemented through a number of computer and networking technologies. Further, this
            revolution will be fuelled by Intelligent Cyber-Physical Systems (ICPSs), which are characterised by a deep complex interlinked process
            between cyber components for computation and control with intelligent technologies (such as machine learning and deep learning) and
            dynamic physical components that include human activities, mechanical components and surrounding environment.
          


          
            The main theme of this conference is “Towards Convergence of Intelligent Cyber-Physical Systems and Internet of Things” This concept
            produces synergies with the more established technologies like Internet of Things [IoT], and Cyber Physical Systems [CPS] to describe and
            solve many of the challenges from various fields including autonomous systems, smart grids, healthcare monitoring, industrial systems &
            control, robotics etc. The Second International Conference on Intelligent Cyber Physical Systems and Internet of Things [ICoICI 2024] is
            devoted to advanced computing and networking technologies to enable intelligent and efficient IoT and CPS.
          

        

      

       


      
        
          Travel Grant:

          
            Selected top-performing research projects by IEEE student members will receive travel grants as a recognition of their excellence
          

        

      

       

      
        
          JCT College of Engineering and Technology


          
            Nepal being the landlocked country in the northern hemisphere and sandwiched between two Asian giants: China and India, has the glory of
            having world's highest mountain- Sagarmatha (Everest) and being the birth place of Lord Buddha- Light of Asia. The beauty of the country
            is extreme diversity within close proximity of topography, ecology, flora and fauna. Owing to the topography and people, Nepal has rich
            cultural heritage. Visualizing the economy, Nepal is in the process of transformation. The concern now is the development of the country
            and prosperity of the people. Prosperity is not only the material well-being; it is building capacity of the people with rights and
            responsibility.
          


          
            Institute of Engineering (IOE) visioned to be instrumental to achieve this national goal of prosperity of the country and the people. This
            can be done by producing capable and competitive engineering graduates. Engineering education has two dimension; skill developing and
            capital formation. Both are equally important for the economic growth of the country. As the world is moving towards knowledge based
            economy, all the nations are entering into 'global skill race'. In this race, education knowledge and skills are assuming ever-greater
            importance. Understanding this essence, IOE is striving to move forward with market relevant programs and research works.
          

        

      

       

    


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  